Disentangling the developmental origins of a novel phenotype: enhancement versus reversal of environmentally induced gene expression
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Abstract
Increasing evidence suggests that many novel traits might have originated via plasticity-led evolution (‘PLE’). Yet, little is known of the developmental processes that underpin PLE, especially in its early stages. One such process is ‘phenotypic accommodation,’ which occurs when, in response to a change in the environment, an organism experiences adjustments across variable parts of its phenotype that improve its fitness. Here, we asked if environmentally induced changes in gene expression are enhanced or reversed during phenotypic accommodation of a novel, complex phenotype in spadefoot toad tadpoles (Spea multiplicata). More genes than expected were affected by both the environment and phenotypic accommodation in the liver and brain. However, although phenotypic accommodation primarily reversed environmentally induced changes in gene expression in liver tissue, it enhanced these changes in brain tissue. Thus, depending on the tissue, phenotypic accommodation may either minimize functional disruption via reversal of gene expression patterns or promote novelty via enhancement of existing expression patterns. Our study thereby provides insights into the developmental origins of a novel phenotype and the incipient stages of PLE.
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Introduction
A longstanding problem in biology is to explain how novel, complex features come about [1-4]. According to the ‘plasticity-led evolution’ hypothesis [‘PLE’; sensu 5, 6], novel phenotypes first appear in a rudimentary form when a change in the environment triggers a shift in phenotype via phenotypic plasticity [4, 7]. Because different genotypes typically differ in whether and how they express plasticity [8], revealing such formerly ‘cryptic’ genetic variation by plasticity can fuel an evolutionary response in which selection molds this environmentally induced phenotype into a new adaptive form (Figure 1). Although PLE is increasingly viewed as a route leading to novelty [9], little is known of the developmental processes that underpin PLE, especially in its early stages [10]. Identifying these processes is crucial for fully elucidating whether and how PLE occurs [10].

One such critical, early process occurs when, in response to a change in the environment (and an initial modification of some aspect of its phenotype through phenotypic plasticity), an organism undergoes adjustments across variable parts of its phenotype that improve its fitness. For example, upon encountering a new environment, many organisms experience a change in gene expression [11-14]. This initial change is often immediately followed—in developmental time—by changes in other numerous other phenotypic attributes (the expression of other genes
or even changes in physiology, behavior, or morphology) that improve the match between the organism’s overall phenotype and its environment and thereby enhance fitness [15, 16]. Such a process has been dubbed ‘phenotypic accommodation’ [4] (NB: phenotypic accommodation may lead to, but is distinct from, ‘genetic accommodation,’ in which gene frequencies change due to selection on the regulation or form of a trait [4, 17]. One extreme form of genetic accommodation is ‘genetic assimilation,’ in which the regulation of plasticity evolves to the point that the plasticity is lost and the trait becomes fixed [18]; another extreme is ‘polyphenism,’ where environmental responsiveness is accentuated and refined into two or more discrete, environmentally induced forms [19]). Phenotypic accommodation is thought to be a widespread adaptive mechanism by which organisms respond to changing environmental circumstances [15, 16, 20], and it might be crucial in promoting PLE and the evolution of a novel complex phenotype [9].

But how does phenotypic accommodation unfold? One possibility is that phenotypic changes initially induced by the environment are reversed during phenotypic accommodation. In such cases involving gene expression, the magnitude and direction of gene expression differences between individuals developing an adaptive versus non-adaptive phenotype (i.e., differences owing to development) would be negatively associated with the magnitude and direction of gene expression differences between individuals in the old versus new environment that exhibit the same phenotype (i.e., differences owing to the environment). Such reversal might occur, for example, if the new environment is stressful, and individuals who become adapted to it are better at regulating their stress responses such that these responses more closely resemble those of individuals in the old environment. Indeed, the stress caused by exposure to a new environment might manifest as an elevated metabolic rate or increase in oxidative damage (or gene expression changes associated with these). Individuals that are better able to regulate this stress may have fewer changes (e.g., no metabolic elevation or major oxidative damage) and exhibit responses similar to those of individuals who never encountered the stressor. In contrast, individuals who are poor regulators of stress responses could show a departure from the pre-stress environment and thereby be more dissimilar to the pre-stress condition (e.g., elevated metabolic rate or oxidative damage). Consistent with these arguments, theory predicts that phenotypic accommodation should reduce the amount of functional disruption caused by a new environment [4, 16]. A signature of such robustness might be a reversal of environmentally induced gene expression during phenotypic accommodation.

An alternative scenario is that rather than being reversed, phenotypic changes initially induced by the environment might be enhanced by phenotypic accommodation. Consider that phenotypic accommodation is implicated in producing new developmental variants when a new environment is encountered [4, 16]. Such developmental novelty likely involves breaking buffering mechanisms [e.g., 20, 21, 22]. A signature of this outcome might be the enhancement of environmentally induced changes such that effects of the environment are further exaggerated in individuals that develop a high-fitness phenotype. In this case, the magnitude and direction of gene expression differences between individuals developing an adaptive versus non-adaptive phenotype (i.e., differences owing to development) would be positively associated with the magnitude and direction of gene expression differences between individuals in the old versus new environment that exhibit the same phenotype (i.e., differences owing to the environment).

In short, environmentally induced changes in gene expression may either be reversed or enhanced during phenotypic accommodation. While seemingly at odds, these patterns are not mutually exclusive when considering multiple tissues or genes and may depend on the nature of
the environments being studied. However, the context-dependence of phenotypic accommodation and the co-occurrence of these two outcomes have not been explicitly tested.

Here, we addressed how changes in gene expression that are associated with phenotypic accommodation unfold during the development of a novel, complex phenotype in Mexican spadefoot toads, *Spea multiplicata* [23]. The tadpoles of this species can adaptively adjust development depending on environmental conditions [23-25]. Like most anurans [26, 27], they typically develop as an ‘omnivore’ morph that primarily consumes detritus on the pond bottom [28, 29]. However, when they eat live animal prey (fairy shrimp and other tadpoles), some (but not all) individuals deviate from the default omnivore morph and develop into a behaviorally and morphologically distinctive ‘carnivore’ morph that specializes on meat and metamorphose earlier [30, 31]. Switching to the carnivore morph in the presence of abundant animal prey (such as fairy shrimp) is adaptive because shrimp are most abundant in the most ephemeral ponds [30], where the faster-developing carnivore morph is selectively favored [25, 28]. In less ephemeral ponds (where shrimp are less abundant), by contrast, the generalist omnivore morph is favored [25, 28, 32]. Finally, several studies, taken together, suggest that the novel carnivore morph arose when pre-existing plasticity was expressed in an ancestral lineage and later refined by selection via PLE into an adaptive phenotype [reviewed in 33].

In *Spea* tadpoles, phenotypic accommodation begins when an individual experiences a change in its environment (e.g., when animal prey becomes present) and ends when various aspects of its molecular, behavior, and morphological phenotype ‘accommodate’ this environmental change to produce a complex, coordinated phenotype: the distinctive carnivore morph. To disentangle the developmental origins of this novel phenotype, we specifically evaluated whether environmentally induced changes in gene expression were enhanced or reversed during phenotypic accommodation. To do so, we measured the change in gene expression between omni-vores reared in (1) an environment where omni-vores are favored (i.e., where tadpoles were reared alone and fed detritus only) versus (2) an environment where carnivores are favored (i.e., where tadpoles were crowded and fed meat). We then asked if—and in what direction—changes in genome-wide gene expression between these environments were correlated with the corresponding differences between carnivores and omni-vores in a carnivore-favoring environment. We defined a pattern of ‘reversal’ and ‘enhancement’ as either a negative or positive relationship, respectively, between the gene expression changes of omni-vores in different environments and those of carnivores and omni-vores in the same environment (i.e., the cue treatment; Figure 2). We measured gene expression in liver and brain tissue because our treatments differed in resource environment (affecting the liver) and social environment (affecting the brain). Moreover, previous work suggested that these two tissues are foci of numerous, environmentally induced changes in gene expression [34].

As we describe below, we found that, depending on the tissue, phenotypic accommodation may either minimize functional disruption via reversal of gene expression patterns or promote novelty via enhancement of existing expression patterns. Our study thereby provides a window into the developmental origins of a novel phenotype and the early stages of PLE. This study also complements recent work on this system [34-36] regarding how gene expression changes undergird phenotypic plasticity and the evolution of the distinctive carnivore phenotype.

**Materials and Methods**

*Sample collection and experimental design*
On July 10, 2018, we collected six pairs of Mexican spadefoot toads (*Spea multiplicata*) in amplexus from a newly formed, temporary pond near Portal Arizona (‘PO2-N Pond,’ lat. 31.9142, long. -109.0836). We transported pairs to the nearby Southwestern Research Station and allowed them to breed. Two days after their eggs hatched, for each sibship, twelve tadpoles were reared individually and fed 10mg of fish food daily to mimic an omnivore-favoring pond. In this ‘control’ treatment group, tadpoles were not exposed to cues that elicit carnivore production (*i.e.*, crowding and live meat consumption). The remaining tadpoles per sibship were divided into five boxes of 80 tadpoles each and fed fish food (as before) as well as live fairy shrimp and live *Scaphiopus couchii* tadpoles. This was the ‘cue’ treatment group because competition, shrimp consumption, and tadpole consumption contribute to the development of carnivores (NB: not all individuals that experience these cues develop into a carnivore; some remain omnivores even though they experienced the carnivore-favoring environment; Pfennig 1990). Mortality was low, and when the tadpoles were 10d old, we randomly sampled five control omnivores, five cue omnivores, and five cue carnivores per sibship (the cue omnivores and cue carnivores were sampled from the same boxes). We euthanized these tadpoles with a 0.8% aqueous tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222) solution and placed them in a microcentrifuge tube filled with RNAlater. These samples remained at room temperature for 24h to allow RNAlater penetration and then were frozen at -20°C until being shipped to the University of North Carolina overnight on dry ice. The remaining tadpoles per sibship were euthanized and preserved in 95% ethanol for morphological measurements.

**Sample processing**

We obtained standard trophic morphology measurements [29] for our gene expression samples while submerged in RNAlater immediately before tissue extraction. The brain and liver were removed from three randomly selected tadpoles (out of five) per sibship among the three experimental conditions (n = 9 tadpoles for each of the six sibships). We extracted RNA and obtained measures of gene expression for a total of ~14,000 genes using 3’ RNA-seq methods described in detail elsewhere [34, 37, 38], but additional details are provided with the supplementary material.

**Data analysis**

First, we ensured that our cue treatment favored carnivore-like tadpoles by fitting cubic splines [39] for the trophic morphology for each sibship while controlling for microcosm identity. In each case (Figure S1), the most carnivore-like individuals had the highest relative fitness as measured by body size; *i.e.*, the \(\log(\text{snout-vent length})/\text{mean(\log[\text{snout-vent length}])}\) [40]. Body size is a reliable proxy for fitness in this system because larger tadpoles are more likely to (1) survive to metamorphosis [41], (2) survive to sexual maturity, and (3) mature as larger adults [42]. Adult body size is also associated with mating success in males [43] and fecundity in females [41].

We then determined the relationship between gene expression changes induced by the environment and gene expression resulting from phenotypic accommodation. Specifically, we used DESeq2 [44] in R [version 4.0.1; 45] to calculate the log2 fold change (LFC) in expression (with sibship as a covariate) for each gene between cue omnivores and control omnivores and LFC in expression between carnivores and cue omnivores. [NB: There were no control carnivores.] We then calculated the Spearman correlation between LFC environment (cue omnivores/control omnivores) and LFC development (cue carnivores/cue omnivores) separately.
for the liver and brain. We used all genes in this analysis, but confirmed that our observed patterns were not heavily influenced by lowly expressed genes (Table S1). To determine if the observed correlations were more or less positive or negative than expected by chance, we randomized transcriptomes among samples, recalculated LFC values and recalculated the correlation coefficient [46, 47]. This randomization was performed 1000 times for each tissue. As with previous studies, the null distribution of these analyses is centered around a negative correlation [46-48]; we compared our observed relationship to this distribution. We identified biological process gene ontology (GO) terms that were enriched in the subsets of genes differentially expressed between environments and morphs and that show different patterns of ‘enhancement’ (i.e., similar sign in both comparisons) or ‘reversal’ (i.e., opposite signs between comparisons) using the g: Profiler online tool [49].

Results
Changes in expression induced by the environment tended to be either reversed or enhanced during phenotypic accommodation depending on the tissue. In the liver, we found a significant negative relationship (Table 1), suggesting that phenotypic accommodation tended to reverse the environmentally induced change. Indeed, the majority of genes (54%; $\chi^2$ Goodness of fit against 50% expectation = 111.834; $P < 0.00001$) showed a pattern of reversal (Figure 3D). While 54% is not an overwhelming majority of genes, this pattern held even when we removed genes that were not differentially expressed in either contrast or that had low overall expression (Table S1). However, the magnitude of the relationship between environmentally and developmentally induced gene expression was weaker than that of the random permutations ($P = 0.002$; Figure 3A). This was primarily driven by a significantly higher proportion of genes showing a pattern of enhancement than expected by chance ($P = 0.005$; Table 1; Figure 3B).

In the brain, by contrast, we found a significant positive relationship (Table 1) and a relationship that was substantially more positive than expected by chance ($P = 0.001$; Figure 3E). Like the liver, more genes showed a pattern of enhancement than expected by chance ($P = 0.001$; Table 1; Figure 3F). Unlike the liver, where the majority of genes showed a pattern of reversal, the majority of genes in the brain showed enhancement (54%; $\chi^2$ Goodness of fit against 50% expectation = 112.313; $P < 0.00001$; Figure 3H). Again, while 54% is not an overwhelming majority of genes, this pattern held even when we removed genes that were not differentially expressed in either contrast or that had low overall expression (Table S1). In both tissues, more genes were shared between the set of genes differentially expressed between environments and the set of genes differentially expressed during phenotypic accommodation than expected by chance (Figure 3C, G). In sum, although the liver tended to show an overall pattern of reversal and the brain an overall pattern of enhancement, both tissues showed more enhancement than expected, and both tissues had more shared differentially expressed genes from both environmental and phenotypic accommodation contrasts.

Finally, we evaluated if the genes occupying the different quadrants of the LFC environment and LFC development relationship (i.e., genes that showed different patterns of enhancement or reversal) and that were significantly differentially expressed between environments and as a result of phenotypic accommodation were enriched for any biological process gene ontology (GO) terms. The top ten terms for each category and tissue (liver or brain) are presented in Table S2. In the liver, enhanced genes were primarily involved in cholesterol and steroid metabolism and synthesis. Reversed genes in the liver were more variable, but had associations with response to nutrients (e.g., glucagon and oleic acid), response to external
stimulus, and nitrogen metabolism. In the brain, aerobic respiration, immune response, and stem cell differentiation were the major categories for enhanced genes. No biological processes were enriched in genes showing a reversal in the brain.

Discussion
To illuminate the early stages of PLE, we assessed the relationship between changes in gene expression stemming from the environment and changes stemming from phenotypic accommodation. In general, we observed that many genes influenced by a change in the environment also played a role in the development of an adaptive form (Figure 3C, G). This suggests that phenotypic accommodation utilizes many of the same genes that respond to environmental change. Moreover, we found that the relationship between changes in gene expression based on the environment and changes based on phenotypic accommodation were more positive than expected by chance in both liver and brain (Figure 3A, E). This pattern was driven by a significantly higher proportion of genes showing enhancement in our observed data than in the permuted samples (Figure 3B, F). Despite this overall trend, many genes still showed a negative relationship, especially in the liver, where most genes showed a pattern of reversal (Table 1). Indeed, whereas the brain had a significantly positive relationship between environmental and developmental changes in gene expression, the liver still had a significantly negative relationship (Table 1).

Although the proportion of genes that showed a pattern of reversal in the liver and enhancement in the brain (54% for each tissue type) were highly statistically significantly different from random expectation (50%; $P < 0.00001$), a near majority of genes in each tissue type (46%) did not follow these trends. Why such a large proportion of genes did not follow the pattern exhibited by the majority of genes in each tissue is not clear. We speculate that it may result from regulatory interactions such that increased expression of some genes causes decreased expression of others (or vice versa), but future studies are needed to address this issue.

The negative relationship observed in the liver between changes in gene expression induced by the environment and those induced by phenotypic accommodation recalls the pattern often seen during evolutionary adaptation. Recent work has shown that adaptation to a new environment often reverses or ‘neutralizes’ the gene expression responses a population first exhibits in that environment [in fish brain: 46, in lizard skeletal muscle: 47, in fish muscle: 50, 51, in bacteria, yeast, and fish brains: 52, in whole beetle carcass: 53, in fruit fly: 54]. That such a reversal seen during adaptation is also elicited by phenotypic accommodation supports the longstanding claim that phenotypic accommodation represents an initial stage of adaptive evolution [4, 5, 9, 55].

An important finding to emerge from our study is that the relationship between changes in gene expression induced by the environment and those induced by phenotypic accommodation differed for different tissues. In particular, although genes in the liver showed a significantly negative relationship, genes in the brain liver showed a significantly positive relationship. In other words, although phenotypic accommodation tended to reverse environmentally induced changes in gene expression in liver tissue, it tended to enhance these changes in brain tissue (i.e., expression differences between carnivores and omnivores in the cue treatment exaggerated differences between omnivores in the control and cue treatments; Figures 3E, F). Why might we have observed differences between tissues?

Generally, changes in the brain are associated with a dynamic (enriched) environment and can be important for learning, memory, and behavior [56-58]. Thus, a shift to the dynamic
cue environment may have caused changes in the brain to cope with social interactions in that environment [59]. These changes were then further enhanced in those individuals who were best suited for that dynamic social environment—carnivores (Figure S1).

By contrast, the negative relationship observed in the liver might reflect resource use and metabolic demands and/or overall growth and fitness. Since the liver is among the first tissues to respond and adapt to nutritional changes [60, 61], access to diverse resources (detritus, shrimp, other tadpoles) might induce many metabolic changes. Once individuals begin to specialize on one resource type—meat for carnivores in our cue treatment group, detritus for omnivores in our control group—their metabolic systems might stabilize and become more similar. In other words, we might be seeing a signature of resource specialization and/or metabolic robustness in the liver. The pattern of reversal seen in the liver may also be associated with a general increase in size and/or fitness: carnivores were favored in the cue treatment and omnivores in the control. Thus, we have shown that both predicted patterns of phenotypic accommodation—stabilization (in this case, reversal) and exaggeration (in this case, enhancement)—can co-occur following a change in environment. Furthermore, differences in tissue function and the nature of the new environment might be critical in determining the relationship between environmental change and adaptive development.

The observed patterns of GO term enrichment further highlight the importance of these differences between tissues. Only ten genes were shared between the genes that were differentially expressed between environments and between morphs in each tissue. This means that 92% and 98% of these genes were unique to the brain and liver, respectively. In the brain, genes showing enhancement tended to have functions related to oxidative phosphorylation, aerobic respiration, and the innate immune system (Table S2). Notably, oxidative phosphorylation is the primary source of energy in the brain during presynaptic and postsynaptic information processing [62], and altered levels of oxidative phosphorylation can affect cognitive function [e.g., 63, 64]. Moreover, recent studies have shown that plasticity in spadefoots may often entail regulating oxidative stress [34, 65]. Thus, phenotypic accommodation to a new environment in the brain may involve energetic changes that can affect cognition. These findings support the expectation that environmental responses can be exaggerated during phenotypic accommodation.

In the liver, our finding that steroid and cholesterol biosynthesis were associated with genes showing a pattern of enhancement corroborates previous findings regarding spadefoot plasticity. Specifically, cholesterol is a necessary precursor for producing steroid hormones, two of which have been implicated in spadefoot tadpole morphological development [thyroxine, 28; corticosterone, 66]. Moreover, carnivore-omnivore plasticity is related to changes in developmental rates [28], and recent work has found that cholesterol and steroid biosynthesis are not only important for trophic plasticity [34], but also plasticity in developmental rate in response to pond drying in spadefoots [67]. Together with the present results, this suggests that the cue environment may trigger the process of upregulating the synthesis of cholesterol and presumably hormones derived from it (likely through a dietary shift), and that those individuals exceeding some threshold level develop into carnivores. Such a threshold model of adaptive plastic development may be common [e.g., 68, 69, 70] and warrants further investigation in this system. Indeed, the ability to develop into carnivore tadpoles may have arisen, at least in part, through the co-option of responses induced by pond drying.

In general, phenotypic accommodation and adaptation can be linked through the process of PLE. Over developmental time, if the new environment is stressful [as is often the case; 71],
adaptive development in, or phenotypic accommodation to, the new environment usually requires overcoming the initial stress response by altering other aspects of development [16]. This developmental process reduces the amount of functional disruption imposed by environmentally induced change (as in our observed patterns of reversal in the liver) and can even generate novel adaptive developmental variants [as in our observed patterns of enhancement in the liver; 4, 5, 16]. Through subsequent evolution, the population of organisms overcomes any responses that would otherwise be deleterious. During this evolutionary process, variation among individuals in how effectively they undergo phenotypic accommodation provides the substrate for selection to drive quantitative genetic changes that enhance or reverse developmental responses to produce evolutionary adaptations [4, 5, 15]. In this way, environmentally induced change may promote both phenotypic accommodation and evolutionary adaptation.
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Table 1. Relationship between environmentally induced changes in gene expression and those based on phenotypic accommodation. The overall correlation (Spearman’s rho) among the log₂ fold change (LFC) values in both comparisons (environment and development) for liver and brain tissue. There was a negative relationship between environmental and developmental responses in the liver, but in the brain, the relationship was positive. P_cor corresponds to the P value from the Spearman correlation test. P_enhancement corresponds to the probability of finding as great or greater a number of genes with a pattern of enhancement as our observed data in 1000 random permutations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Correlation (rho)</th>
<th>P_cor</th>
<th>Proportion enhancement</th>
<th>Proportion reversal</th>
<th>P_enhancement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. How plasticity-led evolution (PLE) can facilitate the evolution of a novel, complex phenotype (NB: the focus of this paper is on the steps outlined by the dashed box). (a) A genetically diverse population (different colors: different genotypes) (b) experiences a novel environment (shading), which induces novel phenotypes (dashed lines), but genotypes differ in whether and how they respond (different shapes). (c) Selection acts on this formerly cryptic genetic variation (revealed by a change in environment) and disfavors genotypes that produce poorly adapted phenotypes (‘X’). Alternatively, this process might occur through development via the ‘reversal’ of environmentally induced phenotypes that are poorly suited for the new environment. (d) This leads to the adaptive refinement of the favored phenotype (enlargement of the blue tadpole). Again, this process might occur through development via the ‘enhancement’ of environmentally induced phenotypes that are well suited for the new environment. (e) If individuals produce either this novel phenotype or the ancestral phenotype depending on their environment, then the result is a novel polyphenism. (f) Alternatively, selection might favor the loss of plasticity (i.e., genetic assimilation), resulting in a novel phenotype that is produced regardless of the environment (indicated by the loss of dashed lines). Modified from [33].
Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of our (A) experimental design and (B) predictions. See text for details. Tadpole images are not to scale and are only for visualization purposes.
Figure 3. The relationship between changes in gene expression caused by the environment and those caused by phenotypic accommodation for genes from two tissues: liver (top) and brain (bottom). Whereas the liver showed a significantly weaker negative relationship between environmentally induced gene expression and gene expression of phenotypic accommodation (A), the brain showed a significantly more positive one (E). Both tissues had significantly more genes exhibiting a pattern of enhancement than random permutations (B,F) and had significantly more genes showing differential expression in both environmental and phenotypic accommodation contrasts (C,G). In the liver, most genes showed a pattern of reversal (D, black dots) during phenotypic accommodation, but in the brain, most genes showed a pattern of enhancement (H, red dots). Histograms are based on 1000 random permutations that varied transcriptome assignments among samples and red arrows denote the observed values in panels A-C and E-G. The number of genes in each quadrant for D and H is indicated. DEGs = differentially expressed genes. LFC = log₂ fold change.